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	Date: 2/18/2021
	Project Title: Fruits to Power
	Student Name: Ian Gladden
	School: Heights Middle School
	Grade Level: 6th grade
	Abstract: The purpose for doing this experiment is to make using electricity cheaper. People should care because this could be a new way to imagine large corporations, what if they did not have to pay as much money for their electricity bills and anything else that could cost them money, so if they even just replace half their electric wires with lemons or limes or oranges or anything then they would save so much money in the long run. Stick a penny and a nail into a fruit and then wrap the wires around the lightbulbs and then you have power for a dollar seventy five. So many companies go bank rupt from eclectic bills for using electric wires all day everyday.  I connected the wires to the multimeter and tested different batteries.I then connected the electrodes to the fruit, wired up the multimeter, and tested to see if there was a voltage measured. I placed the fruit on the counter for two hours, so they would all reach the same temperature before testing. I punched in the nail and penny, measuring the distance of 2 inches apart. I connected each electrode to the multimeter and read off the voltage.I hypothesized that the more acidic the fruit was the more volts it would produce so I hypothesized that the lemon would generate the most volts. I ran four trials changing the type of fruit and Measured the voltage generated using a multimeter. And it turned out to be the lime that won and the lemon was.01 volt behind it. 
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